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Corrections & amendments

Author Correction: A Rag GTPase dimer code defines the  
regulation of mTORC1 by amino acids

Peter Gollwitzer, Nina Grützmacher, Sabine Wilhelm, Daniel Kümmel & 
Constantinos Demetriades    

The authors noticed a mistake in Supplementary Table 1 after publication. The sequences 
listed in rows 44–46 for oligos sgRagC_5′_rev, sgRagC_3′_for and sgRagC_3′_rev were not cor-
rect, due to copy–paste errors introduced during file preparation. The correct sequences for 
these oligos are now presented in rows 44–46 in the corrected Supplementary Table 1 online. 
All other oligo sequences were double-checked and remain accurate. The respective plasmid 
constructs used to knock out RagC as well as the resulting cell lines are also correct. The authors 
sincerely apologize for this error.
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Correction to: Nature Cell Biology https://doi.
org/10.1038/s41556-022-00976-y, published 
online 12 September 2022.
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 Check for updates

Author Correction: Elongator stabilizes microtubules to control  
central spindle asymmetry and polarized trafficking of cell fate  
determinants

Vicente Jose Planelles-Herrero    , Alice Bittleston    , Carole Seum, 
Alicia Daeden, Marcos Gonzalez Gaitan     & Emmanuel Derivery    

In the version of this article initially published, Alicia Daeden was not included in the author 
list or in the Author contributions section for performing additional Elp4 immunostaining and 
respective imaging. The errors have been corrected in the HTML and PDF versions of the article.
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Correction to: Nature Cell Biology https://doi.
org/10.1038/s41556-022-01020-9, published 
online 27 October 2022.
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